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A force hiding in plain sight 3
Did you know?

The world economy is imperiled by a force hiding in plain
• This past week brought home the magnitude of the overlapping crises assailing the global economy, intensifying 

fears of recession, job losses, hunger and a plunge on stock markets.
• At the root of this torment is a force so elemental that it has almost ceased to warrant mention — the pandemic. 

That force is far from spent, confronting policymakers with grave uncertainty. Their policy tools are better suited 
for more typical downturns, not a rare combination of diminishing economic growth and soaring prices.

• Major economies including the United States and France reported their latest data on inflation, revealing that 
prices on a vast range of goods rose faster in June than anytime in four decades.

• Those grim numbers increased the likelihood that central banks would move even more aggressively to raise 
interest rates as a means of slowing price increases — a course expected to cost jobs, batter financial markets and 
threaten poor countries with debt crises.

• On Friday, China reported that its economy, the world’s second-largest, expanded by a mere 0.4% from April 
through June compared with the same period last year. That performance — astonishingly anemic by the 
standards of recent decades — endangered prospects for scores of countries that trade heavily with China, 
including the United States. It reinforced the realization that the global economy has lost a vital engine.

• The specter of slowing economic growth combined with rising prices has even revived a dreaded word that was a 
regular part of the vernacular in the 1970s, the last time the world suffered similar problems: stagflation.

• Most of the challenges tearing at the global economy were set in motion by the world’s reaction to the spread of 
COVID-19 and its attendant economic shock, even as they have been worsened by the latest upheaval — Russia’s 
disastrous attack on Ukraine, which has diminished the supply of food, fertilizer and energy.

• “The pandemic itself disrupted not only the production and transportation of goods, which was the original front 
of inflation, but also how and where we work, how and where we educate our children, global migration 
patterns,” said Julia Coronado, an economist at the University of Texas at Austin, speaking this past week during a 
discussion convened by the Brookings Institution in Washington. “Pretty much everything in our lives has been 
disrupted by the pandemic, and then we layer on to that a war in Ukraine.”
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Did you know?
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Will War in Ukraine Force Permanent Change in Global 

Procurement Strategies?
5

Did you know?

• Russia’s invasion of Ukraine is causing severe shortages of industrial production building blocks the world over.
• The two countries are prime sources of essential chemicals and other raw materials that go into everything from 

catalytic converters to breakfast cereal.
• Take carbon black, found in batteries, printing inks, cables and automotive tires, among many other products. An 

estimated 30% of the material comes from Russia, Belarus and Ukraine. Then there’s palladium, one of several 
metals used in the production of catalytic converters. Russia is responsible for about 40% of the world’s supply.

• All of this is causing the price of raw materials to skyrocket and a major driver of the record inflation currently 
plaguing the U.S. and other industrial nations. Manufacturers that previously changed prices perhaps once a year 
are now forced to reexamine pricing on a monthly basis, if not even more frequently, notes Garth Hoff, principal of 
industry solutions with Pricefx. Those who can’t keep pace are seeing their margins erode, he adds.

• In retail food supply chain merchandisers are dealing with the higher cost of materials by shrinking the size of 
packages. In the process, they’re raising prices on the shelf without the perception of doing so.

• Some economists believe the current inflationary cycle is peaking, and markets could begin to see some relief by 
the end of this year, with a “very slow return to normal,” Hoff says. But don’t expect to see manufacturing return to 
its old procurement model anytime soon. Stung by the bitter fruit of Russia’s latest aggression toward Ukraine, 
producers are reevaluating their dependence on that country for a broad range of materials and products, such as 
grain and natural gas. The same exercise is taking place among companies that have leaned on China for decades as 
the main source of manufactured goods sold in the West. The trade war that erupted between China and U.S. over 
the last several years served as a wakeup call to supply chains driven entirely by the lure of low-cost production.

• Countries such as Mexico and Vietnam could be the beneficiaries of reshoring strategies that seek to minimize 
China’s role in global goods production. The U.S., too, could see the return of some manufacturing capacity, as 
producers seek to localize supply of materials such as microchips.

• But such moves could take years to complete. In the meantime, the supply crisis in sectors such as electric vehicle 
production could grow worse, prompting manufacturers to explore both long- and shorter-term solutions.

• “After two to four years of repeated black swan events,” Hoff says, “we all have to realize the need to be prepared 
for the next one — to be prepared for anything.”
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With 31% Upside, Estée Lauder Stock Is a Buy
It has been anything but so far this year. Estée Lauder stock has fallen 34%, to a recent $245, in 2022, worse than the 
S&P 500 index’s 20% drop. For the NY–based maker of high-end beauty and cosmetics products, the problem isn’t 
limited to general concerns about inflation, interest-rate increases, and a possible collapse in spending that would 
accompany a recession. It’s also about China, where it gets a third of its sales, but which has yet to fully reopen its 
economy because of Covid-19.

South African Rooibos Tea Industry Pays Out to Indigenous People
• South Africa’s rooibos tea industry paid R12.2 million to groups                                                             

representing indigenous people in the country, part of a benefit-
sharing agreement to recognize the original cultivators of the plant.

• A levy of 1.5% of the farm gate price of the herbal tea will be paid                                                         
annually into a trust controlled by the Khoi and San people, the South                                                       
African Rooibos Council said. 

• The funds will be used to improve the lives of those communities. 
• The move - the result of a lengthy discussions going back to an                                                                 

agreement in 2019 - is the latest example of South African industries                                                           
and companies acknowledging the rights and contributions of people who lived in the country before Dutch settlers 
started to arrive in the 17th century. 

• The Khoi and San people have also been protesting against the planned new Africa headquarters of US e-commerce 
giant Amazon.com in Cape Town, which they say is being built on sacred ground. South Africa’s High Court 
temporarily halted construction in March pending further engagement with the communities. 

• Rooibos is farmed mainly in an area between 200 kilometers and 300 kilometers north of Cape Town and has health 
and beauty benefits. It is exported to 30 countries and provides employment and income to 5 000 people in South 
Africa, according to the SARC. In 2014, Rooibos tea was granted geographical indication status in the EU, which gave 
manufacturers in South Africa full ownership of the name.
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Nearly 40% of Gen Z Use TikTok and Instagram Instead of Google
• Gen Zers aren't Googling anything nearly as much as older generations. New data shows almost 40% of people 

between the ages of 18 and 24 are reaching for TikTok or Instagram when they need to search for something online.
• You can trust the source on that datapoint, too: It's straight from a Google executive himself, and based on Google's 

internal data.
• It's a sign that the internet search giant's long-lasting reign over internet ad revenue may be faltering, and that's 

something businesses may want to factor into their marketing budget.
• Older millennials think of the internet as a collection of websites, with search engines like Google acting as the central 

hub that allows them to find the one they need. But social platforms have grown enough to take over the internet.
• Many of those websites are still there, of course, but now the central hubs are closed ecosystems like Facebook and 

Twitter, or, for the younger crowd, TikTok and Instagram. And if another random website has anything worth knowing, 
someone probably already made a TikTok telling people to visit it.

"It's a retail Armageddon": Overstocked stores give big discounts as supply chain backlog eases
• In a big surprise for shoppers who have been burdened by rising prices, there are deep discounts in stores across the 

U.S. The merchandise on cargo ships stuck at sea during the supply chain crisis is now crowding store shelves, 
prompting big sales. 

• "It's a retail Armageddon," Burt Flickinger, managing director for Strategic Resource Group, told CBS News. 
• That's good news for shoppers, he said. 
• "Biggest discounts — consumer electronics, sporting goods, on apparel, clothes, accessories," he said. 
• The merchandise surplus comes at a time when inflation is forcing consumers to cut back. Flickinger says some stores 

are overstocked by more than 30% and there's no place to put everything. Target recently admitted it needs to "right-
size its inventory" and the retailer's plans include "additional markdowns.“

• The extra goods often get sold to liquidators like Bargain Hunt, which sells items at up to 70% off retail. But this time, 
Bargain Hunt executive Norm Rankin is seeing something different. 

• Even bigger sales could be on the way after Labor Day. 
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Lumber prices—which warned us about inflation over a year ago—are again trying to tell us something
• Lumber markets were a harbinger of big economic shifts early                                                                 

on in the pandemic, and today’s slumping prices could be just                                                                
as telling about the economy’s future.

• Lumber prices hit a record $1,607 per thousand board feet in                                                                 
May 2021, due to soaring demand for new homes, a boom in                                                                     
DIY home renovation activities, and production and supply                                                                    
chain issues stemming from the pandemic.

• Twelve months later, lumber prices have collapsed, now going                                                                 
for $648, a more than 50% decrease from $1,464 in March. 

• High lumber prices in 2020 and 2021 were an early indicator                                                                  
that construction—and the economy in general—was set to go                                                                      
through some profound inflationary changes. Today’s slumping                                                                 
prices, and where lumber markets go over the next few months,                                                                
could be an equally important indicator of where the economy is headed. The plummeting price of lumber might be 
telling us that inflation has peaked.

• Part of the reason behind low lumber prices right now is the seasonality of lumber markets. But even lumber’s 
seasonality cannot explain the wild price swings the market has been through over the past year. “It’s way out of the 
norm,” Newsom said. “It’s been wild to watch what has happened to lumber prices.”

• The first signs of economic contraction tied to lumber prices may be in housing. After its red-hot streak over the past 
year, the housing market has “started to slow down.

• The way lumber behaves in the fall—when the commodity’s prices traditionally rise—could also be a big signal as to 
how bad an economic contraction will be.

• “It will be interesting to see if [lumber] starts to move back up,” it is said. “It would tell us that the U.S. economy is 
starting to sift through all the interest rate hikes and the inflation, and that the economy may not be as bad as what 
many people think it will be.”
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June U.S. eGrocery sales total $7.2 billion, up 6% versus prior year $7.1 Billion
Total U.S. online grocery sales in June climbed 6% year over year to $7.2 billion, and for the second quarter, eGrocery 
posted $22.4 billion in sales, a gain of 1% compared to 2Q 2021, according to the Brick Meets Click/Mercatus Grocery 
Shopping Survey fielded June 29-30, 2022

Pickup, the largest segment of eGrocery, performed well. June sales                                                                  
($3.4 billion) and Q2 sales ($10.2b) rose 3% respectively versus a year                                                      
ago. An expanding monthly active user (MAU) base and higher                                                                  
average order values (AOVs) were offset by lower order frequency                                                             
among its MAUs during both periods. For Q2 of 2022, Pickup contributed                                                       
45.7% of total eGrocery sales, up 80 basis points versus 2021.

Delivery has benefited from a range of new service options and                                                                        
features that have enlarged the size of its addressable market and                                                           
stimulated more usage occasions. Delivery’s monthly sales ($2.5 billion) jumped over 20%, and it finished Q2 at ($7.7 
billion), 6% higher than year-ago results. Gains in the MAU base during both periods drove most of the sales lift, 
although higher AOVs also contributed to the YOY gains. Delivery reported mixed results relative to order frequency as 
frequency increased during June but declined for the quarter. Delivery captured 34.2% of the online grocery dollar share 
for Q2, up 1.7 percentage points from 2021.

Ship-to-Home continues a long-term decline that started at the onset of the pandemic in March 2020 when online 
grocery shopping began to evolve rapidly to meet new needs. YOY, Ship-to-Home sales fell over 14% in June ($1.3 billion) 
and by more than 10% for Q2 to ($4.5 billion). The segment’s MAU base grew over both periods, but consistently lower 
AOVs drove the sales decline along with a slight contraction in the number of orders placed each month.  Ship-to-Home 
dollar share for Q2 was 20.0%, down 2.6 percentage points versus last year.

Cross-shopping between Grocery and Mass drops but remains above 1 in 4.
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Survey reveals perils of poor delivery experience
• Online shoppers are not forgiving when it comes to quality of delivery.
• According to a new survey of approximately 1,000 U.S. consumers conducted in June 2022 by e-commerce delivery 

platform FarEye, 85% of respondents will not shop with a retailer again after having had a poor delivery experience. 
Furthermore, almost nine in 10 (88%) respondents say they may abandon their online shopping cart if delivery terms 
are poor, such as having slow delivery or high costs.

• Consumers surveyed define a positive delivery experience as having features including fast delivery (36%), low 
shipping cost (34%), and/or delivery tracking/visibility (28%). In addition, 86% of respondents said they prefer to 
wait no more than three days for a delivery, while only 7% of respondents felt the online returns process had been 
an easy experience.

• According to FarEye analysis, these survey findings signify the need for retailers to fundamentally change the way 
orders are delivered and returned to achieve a consistent, branded consumer experience. In response, FarEye has 
developed a “Last Mile Mandate” it says retailers should follow, which includes the following steps:
o Dramatically simplifying the most complicated aspects of delivery logistics.
o Improving customer satisfaction and loyalty by delivering unique on-brand consumer experiences and 

ensuring on-time, accurate deliveries.
o Creating new, differentiated offerings that reflect dynamic consumer buying behaviors.
o Continuously reducing the environmental impact from deliveries.

UK: M&S scraps 'best before' dates on fruit and veg to cut food waste
Marks & Spencer is taking "best before" dates off more than 300 fruit and vegetable items to tackle food waste. They will 
be replaced by a code that M&S staff can use to check freshness and quality.

Amazon sold 100,000 articles per minute on Prime Day
Amazon has sold a record number of 300mln products during this week’s Prime Day - roughly 100,000 items per minute 
crossed the digital counter. The tech giant does not comment on turnover.
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US: June retail sales increased despite rising inflation
Retail sales increased in June even as inflation climbed higher and drove up prices across the board, the National Retail 
Federation said. “June retail sales data shows that consumers remain on solid footing despite rising prices and an active 
Fed raising interest rates to combat it”, NRF President and CEO Matthew Shay said.

US: Natural Grocers comes to South Dakota
Natural Grocers is celebrating the grand opening of its newest location in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, on July 27. The store 
at 2601 S. Louise Avenue is the first Natural Grocers site in that state.

New paperless,TempU02 Disposable USB temperature data logger
• The market for cold supply chain monitoring products is rapidly expanding, and                                               

so the development of temperature and humidity data loggers becomes more                                                     
and more important. Tzone Digital Technology is one of the major producers                                                   
and suppliers of temperature and humidity monitoring equipment. Mr. Liao,                                                    
board member at Tzone, recently introduced the company's new paperless                                                       
TempU02 disposable usb temperature data logger.

• The data logger monitors temperature between -30°C～60°C for periods                                                                                       
of 30, 60, or 90 days. Upon arrival, clients only need to plug the data                                                      
logger into their computer and data will automatically download in PDF                                                       
report. No additional software is required. Advanced technology safeguards                                                   
the integrity and authenticity of the data. These data logger help save on                                                   
the cost of labor and training. At the same time, the TempU02 combines                                                       
the conveniences of traditional paper-based data logger and the instant                                                         
nature of wireless, real-time thermometers, to create the ideal user                                                            
experience.“ The data logger allows clients to monitor temperature changes                                                   
during every segment of the production process of fresh fruit and vegetables.
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Taiwan: Carrefour sells stake in Taiwan business to Uni-President
Carrefour has announced it is to sell its 60% stake in Carrefour Taiwan to its long-time partner and co-shareholder in 
the business, Uni-President. The transaction values Carrefour Taiwan at an enterprise value of €2.0bln, Carrefour said 
in a statement.

New Zealand: New World Wairoa opens on a new site with a brand-new next generation store
New World Wairoa has welcomed their first customers to its much-anticipated brand-new store at 51 Queen Street, 
Wairoa. The store completely replaces the original store and is the latest generation New World design and format, 
while keeping its community at heart. The brand new 2,009sqm store, almost double the size of the previous store, will 
provide Wairoa locals and visitors with all the essentials, including a larger range of grocery offerings, wider variety of 
fresh fruit and vegetables, a delicious new bakery range - and a bigger range of convenient options to grab-and-go.

"Two-thirds of the world's middle class will be found in Asia in the next 10-20 years"
• Oliver Huesmann of Fruitconsulting Ltd. is a consultant in the fruit and vegetable sector with a focus on Spain, 

South America, Germany, Austria and Asia. With his team he is currently preparing a mission with Spanish 
producers for retailers, importers and politicians in Thailand to present Spanish produce locally. This mission will 
also participate in one of the most important fruit fairs for Asia, Asia Fruit Logistica in Bangkok. Huesmann is also a 
consultant for Sanllo, in addition to other O&G producing companies. Huesmann spoke with us about current 
developments he has observed in some Asian countries over the past three months.

Spain loses 90% of its citrus exports to China.
• During the COVID19 pandemic, Spain exported 90% less citrus to China. The high prices in Europe have encouraged 

producers to only supply the German, French, Swiss, etc. markets. 
• Many producers have shied the risk of sending goods to Asia by sea and running the risk that these reefers will not 

be unloaded.
• Our dependence on normal industry and dry containers in logistics processes and the lack of a local presence in 

the markets will make it difficult for Spanish exporters to return to normal supply.
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Thousands of small business owners struggling to get hold of crucial items due to supply chain chaos
• If there is one thing a pottery company cannot do without, it is clay. Yet this is the predicament faced by small 

business owner Myfanwy Gloster, who runs Glosters in Porthmadog, North Wales, with her husband, Tom. 
• The couple source clay from Spain via a company in Stoke-on-Trent. But in recent months, stocks have proved almost 

impossible to come by, with shipments often delayed in customs for weeks at a time. 
• Thousands of small business owners like Myfanwy are struggling to get hold of crucial items, due to the war in 

Ukraine, post-Brexit shipping complications, rising energy costs and pandemic-related manufacturing delays.
• About one in five firms is experiencing global supply chain disruption, according to the Office for National Statistics. 
• Everything from printer paper to sunflower oil, flower presses and car parts are in short supply. In some cases, the 

shortages are putting small businesses at risk and jeopardizing the finances of their owners. 
• Lisa Johnson has seen her income from her skincare business, LJ Natural, plunge since Russia invaded Ukraine at the 

start of the year. About a third of her products use organic sunflower seed oil as a key ingredient, including her 
bestselling cream for eczema sufferers, Scratchy Balm. However, supplies of the oil dried up for several weeks when 
the war started. Now Lisa can get hold of it again, but the price has risen by more than 50 per cent.

• Tina McKenzie, policy chair of the Federation of Small Businesses, says small firms need targeted interventions from 
Government to help with the current cost-of-doing-business crisis so they can get the goods they need and find 
prices that are affordable.

• 'Help could include cutting back on taxes, such as business rates and rising National Insurance payments,' she says. 

Citrus on the agenda as South Africa's President meets with the President of the EU Council
President Cyril Ramaphosa of South Africa has welcomed "the commitment to resolve current and urgent trade matters 
particularly on the export of citrus products from South Africa to the EU," the South African Presidency noted after a 
bilateral meeting between him and European Union Council President Charles Michel in Pretoria yesterday. The 
European Union is South Africa’s largest trading partner as a bloc. According to the South African Presidency, since the 
adoption of the Trade, Development and Cooperation Agreement (TDCA) in 2004, total trade has grown from R150 
billion (8.6 billion euros) in 2000 to R843 billion (48.3 billion euros) in 2021.
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Solar Railways Are Coming Down the Line
• The idea of the solar roadway is seductive because there is all                                                              

this real estate just sitting there in the sun, and there will                                                               
someday be a lot of electric cars that will need charging. But                                                               
there is another kind of road—the railroad—that might be a                                                                      
much better place for solar panels. And that's what is happening                                                             
in Germany, where the British company Bankset Energy is                                                                      
apparently installing solar panels between the rails of Deutsche                                                             
Bahn or German Rail.

• I use the word "apparently" because there has been talk of this                                                              
since 2014. However, there are recent photos by Steve Przybilla                                                              
showing it being tested at a train station in Saxony. According to oft-repeated sources, "100 kilowatts of electricity 
can be generated per kilometer of railway line. Since the DB rail network is over 60,000 kilometers long, the power 
that can be generated is comparable to the output of five nuclear power plants." Marc Isoti of Bankset noted in a 
2019 post in Railway Technology that their system could be                                                                   
directly connected to the overhead wires and supply power                                                                    
directly to the trains: “Demand for traction power on the world’s                                                            
rail networks is escalating.”

• In addition, solar PV arrays typically output DC power at                                                                    
600–800V, while electric rail operates at 750V, meaning that                                                                    
the cost of connecting solar generation to DC traction networks                                                              
—such as those seen in urban rail networks throughout the UK                                                                  
- should be competitive with grid connection costs, potentially                                                                
eradicating the need for public subsidies.

• “We supply power to overhead lines in all current options – AC and DC, low, medium and high voltage, HVDC – to 
train stations, and directly to the consumer and buildings alongside long-distance rail lines,” explained Isoti.
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Switzerland Moves Ahead With Underground Autonomous Cargo Delivery
• In 2016, we wrote about Cargo Sous Terrain, a (then) US $3.4b concept                                                for underground 

cargo tubes full of automated delivery carts whisking goods between                                                        cities and 
logistics centers across Switzerland at 30 kilometers per hour. The                                                          idea behind CST 
is to provide for long-term freight transport without relying on                                                                expansion of 
road and rail networks, which are already stuffed with both                                                                  freight and 
passengers and don’t have much room to grow.

• Like so many concepts of this kind, six years ago it seemed                                                                  
like it was highly unlikely to ever happen. However, this                                                                    
past December, the Swiss parliament passed the necessary       legal                                                         
framework to enable underground freight transportation, meaning                                                              
that the CST project can commence on August 1st.

• The cost (to be covered entirely by the private sector) has increased from the                                               
initial 2016 estimate of $3.5 billion—CST is now estimated to cost between $30 and                                              
$35 billion for the full 500-kilometer network, although about $3 billion should be sufficient for the first phase, a 70-
km section with 10 hubs that connects Zurich with a logistics center in Härkingen-Niederbipp to the west. The Swiss 
seem mostly unfazed by the scale of the project, still consider it to be a good long-term investment.                           
CST has partnered with a bunch of large Swiss logistics companies and retailers who see this                                 
solution as a complement to existing road and rail infrastructure. The entire project                                        
will run on renewable energy, and CST expects the number of heavy trucks on                                                  
roads to be reduced by up to 40 percent as its underground vehicles take                                                     
over transport.

• With tangible planning measures soon to be underway for the initial line,                                                    
other Swiss cantons are taking note. St. Gallen and Thurgau are suggesting that an                                           
underground CST connection is “technically and economically realistic” and have begun determining                            
possible hub locations. 
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Spanish airline Air Nostrum orders a fleet of airships
• The airships have a range of 4,000 nautical miles, can fly for                                                               

five days, and can cruise as high as 20,000 feet at 80 mph. 
• They take to the skies over Spain in 2026.
• Spanish airline Air Nostrum is taking a page from aviation’s                                                                 

past to push for a less carbon-intensive future: airships. 
• The regional airline, one of Europe’s largest, has reserved a                                                                

fleet of 10 hybrid airships from UK company Hybrid Air                                                                       
Vehicles (HAV), the company announced, with operations                                                                       
slated to begin in 2026.

• Announced in 2016, the Airlander 10 is a 100-passenger                                                                          
helium airship. The base model will use four diesel engines                                                                  
and reduce air travel emissions by 75%, HAV says. The hybrid models, powered by electricity, can cut flight emissions 
by 90% — although the electric engines are not expected to be completed until at least 2025.

British trade union plans rail strike in UK
• UK’s National Union of Rail, Maritime and Transport Workers (RMT Union) has announced plans for strike actions on 

27 July, 18 August and 20 August, which are expected to disrupt UK's rail network.
• According to the local media, around 40,000 RMT members, including Network Rail signalers and train crew, will 

participate in the strike in the row over jobs, pay and working conditions.
• RMT Union's general secretary, Mick Lynch, pointed out, "The rail industry and the government need to understand 

that this dispute will not simply vanish. They need to get serious about providing an offer on pay which helps deal 
with the cost-of-living crisis, job security for our members and provides good conditions at work.“

• "Our planners are working closely with the rail freight operators every day to understand the overall impact this will 
have on inland operations, and we will be able to communicate a bigger picture in terms of schedule amendments 
and service omissions to you in the near future," said Maersk in a customer advisory today
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Rail service from LA/Long Beach ports moving at speed of sloth
• The flow of trade is being derailed out of the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach as $1.5 billion in trade is 

landlocked waiting for rail service. A combined 33,484 containers are sitting nine-plus days in San Pedro. This 
backup is eating up space at the ports, inhibiting the fluidity of trade. The CNBC Supply Chain Heat Map shows the 
growing congestion at the West Coast ports and the diversion of trade to the East Coast increasing and creating 
more congestion.

• “Rail containers continue to pile up in the ports in                                                                         
record numbers,” said Noel Hacegaba, deputy executive                                                                        
director of administration and operations of the Port of                                                                     
LB. “We need those boxes to move to create more                                                                              
capacity and to keep the economy moving.”

• According to MarineTraffic, approximately 460,000                                                                            
TEUs were loaded on vessels waiting off the East Coast                                                                       
ports, and 180,000 TEUs were stacked on vessels off                                                                          
the West Coast ports as of Wednesday.

• According to Mike Baudendistel, of FreightWaves, “While it remains to be seen whether containerized rail IM 
service will be as poor in this year’s Q3 as it was in last year’s Q3, chassis availability, labor availability and 
congestion at intermodal facilities and ports are all contributing to subpar intermodal service. Following past 
recessions, the railroads have been more able to re-hire workers as volume recovered. This time, it’s been more 
challenging amid historically high employee turnover levels and poor employee morale.” 

• The buildup of vessels anchored off of each coast is valued at around $30 billion, according to MDS Transmodal.
• “The nominal value of goods moved in containers has grown by almost 9% between 2019 and 2021,” explained 

Antonella Teodoro, senior consultant at MDS Transmodal. “Considering that the average annual increase in the 
previous two years was in the region of 0.7%, it is reasonable to believe that the main cause of the increase 
estimated in the last two years is the escalation in freight rates.”
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Chameleon carriers pose threat to nation’s roadways
• Jaypur Logistics, a Houston-based trucking company with a fleet of 18 trucks, was shut down  for widespread safety 

violations by the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration on May 7. 
• The owner of Jaypur Logistics continued to operate as another trucking company, using a different carrier number he 

had been granted from the federal Department of Transportation under the name of JPL Logistics LLC, the FMCSA 
said. JPL also used the same trucks and drivers that had been part of Jaypur Logistics. 

• Jaypur/JPL Logistics was a so-called reincarnated or a chameleon carrier, a trucking company that attempts to skirt 
penalties by restarting with the same equipment and operation but under a different name, the FMCSA said.

• “A chameleon carrier reincarnates to separate itself from negative past behavior, including FMCSA and/or state 
imposed citations or fines,” FMCSA said in an email to FreightWaves. “We believe they pose an increased risk to the 
public due to their past negative history.”

• Purav Shah, who is listed as the principal of both Jaypur Logistics and JPL Logistics, did not return several messages 
from FreightWaves seeking comment.

• According to the FMCSA and trucking industry experts, chameleon carriers have been a part of the trucking industry 
for decades, creating safety hazards on the roadways.

Logistics warehouse activity may cool as interest rates heat up
• Jack Rosenberg, Colliers’ Chicago-based national director of logistics and transportation who represents industrial 

tenants, said that “cap rates,” which determine the annual return on a property’s investment by dividing its value with 
its net operating income, have begun to creep up due to the higher cost of money. A higher cap rate means the 
investment will likely yield less than it would have if interest rates were lower. 

• This isn’t the first rate tightening cycle the industrial market has managed through since 2010. What’s different about 
this cycle is that it dovetails with construction cost inflation, labor shortages and long lead times for materials due to 
continued global supply chain disruptions. 

• As bottlenecks ease and commodity prices decline, higher rates will curtail end demand, more supply will hit the 
markets and will do so at lower prices. However, that won’t occur until 2023 at the earliest, according to Newmark.
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Walmart to officially launch expanded drone delivery program
• On Thursday, July 21, Walmart and drone operator DroneUp are formally kicking off their delivery partnership in a 

public event hosted at a Walmart store in Arkansas. This showcase will serve as an open house to formally launch 
DroneUp's flight services such as inspection, mapping and aerial imaging in the Northwest Arkansas market. The 
event will highlight all three hub locations operating from Walmart's store with drone demos.

• Walmart made an unspecified investment in DroneUp, a Virginia-based drone technology company that combines 
airspace solutions, software applications and analytics platforms, in June 2021. The discount giant currently offers 
drone deliveries from several stores near its headquarters in northwest Arkansas and in North Carolina.

Hapag-Lloyd and ONE’s new Maputo service couldn’t come at better time for South African exporters
• Hapag-Lloyd in a joint venture with Ocean Network Express and Uni-feeder are adding the port of Maputo, capital of 

Mozambique, on their itinerary to offer a biweekly direct service linking Jebel Ali (AE), Mundra (IN), and Maputo 
(MZ). With this simplified three-port cycle, Hapag-Lloyd has established a new route between the west coast of India 
and the east coast of Africa.

• “The three-port rotation and competitive transit times are designed to support your cargo planning with ease and 
certainty,” Hapag-Lloyd said, and country manager Lilantha Nugawela confirms that interest from South African 
citrus exporters is high.

• “We received very positive responses for both imports and exports, and it is important to book cargo early,” he says.
• Two container vessels have loaded citrus from Maputo since the middle of last month, with the third vessel 

expected to arrive this Saturday. The vessel operator is Uni-feeder.
• Last week Cape Five Exports has announced its shipment of citrus for the Middle East from Maputo. “The current 

challenges with the SA ports has meant we have been on the lookout for new logistics opportunities, and we are 
proud to support Hapag-Lloyd with this new route as the first fruit export company to do so.”

• “Durban is currently very congested. Traditionally we’d deliver cargo to the City Deep ambient rail terminal where 
we’d pick up empties and then rail it to the stacks in Durban, just to avoid the congestion at cold stores and around 
Durban,” explains Justine Green, logistics manager at Cape Five Exports.
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Container shipping’s equipment surplus is manageable and will recede
• The global pool of shipping containers increased by 13% to almost 50 mteu in 2021, which was three times prior 

growth trend. This reflected lessors and ocean carriers ordering a record number of containers, while retiring fewer 
ageing units, as congestion across global supply chains meant containers were an estimated 15% to 20% less 
productive than in pre-Covid-19 times, according to Drewry’s recently published Container Census & Leasing Annual 
Review & Forecast 2022/23 report.

• Drewry estimates that each container averaged 18.1 lifts in 2021 compared with 19.2 in 2020 and between 19.5 and 
20.6 in the 2010s. Moreover, the number of containers per slot of vessel capacity increased by 8% in 2020 when the 
pandemic started and remained at this level throughout 2021. 

• Drewry estimates that as many as 6 mteu of surplus containers now exist in the global equipment pool. While large 
by historic standards, Drewry considers this surplus to be manageable for the industry. 

• "The delivery schedule of new ships is very strong with slot capacity expected to increase by 3.6 mteu in 2023 and 
by over 3.9 mteu in 2024," said Drewry’s head of container equipment research John Fossey. "With new IMO 
emissions regulations coming into force in January                                                                           
2023 forcing some ships to sail slower, much of the                                                                          
surplus equipment currently in service is expected to                                                                        
be absorbed. In addition, there is evidence to suggest                                                                       
that some carriers are planning to have more buffer                                                                          
stock in their equipment pools, while fewer new                                                                              
containers will be built in the next two years.“

• Drewry forecasts that output in 2022 and 2023 will                                                                           
be much lower than last year, at 3.9 mteu and 2.4                                                                            
mteu respectively, with replacement accounting for                                                                           
most of the orders. While newbuild and second-hand                                                                              
prices will fall, a return to the very low prices of 2019                                                                    
is not anticipated as manufacturers are expected to manage their capacity and pricing strategies very carefully
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Port of Vancouver is the world's 3rd worst port for efficiency and performance
• The severity of the bottleneck that persists at Canada’s Pacific Gateway is reflected in a new report by the World 

Bank that ranks the performance of major ports around the world.
• Out of 370 ports around the globe, the Port of Vancouver is ranked at 368th — or the world’s third worst port.
• In fact, the Container Port Performance Index, based on 2021’s data, created two separate rankings — the 

administrative approach, and the statistical approach — to account for varying considerations and factors in 
determining performance.

• In both the administrative and statistical rankings, the Port of Vancouver ranked 368th. In comparison, Prince Rupert 
in northern British Columbia is 344th in the administrative ranking, and 339th in the statistical ranking.

• To the south, Seattle is 336th in the administrative ranking and 322nd in the statistical ranking, while Tacoma is 
345th in the administrative ranking and 341st in the statistical ranking.

• But Vancouver shares much more commonality with the ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles, which are 369th and 
370th in the administrative ranking, respectively. In the statistical ranking, both Californian ports switch spots for the 
title of the world’s worst port.

• These West Coast ports are the main trade linkages for Canada and the United States to the manufacturing hubs of 
Asia, with Vancouver being Canada’s primary gateway                                                                          
to the Asian market.

• The major ports on the West Coast of North America                                                                           
have particularly struggled from keeping up with the                                                                         
unprecedented surge in consumer demand triggered                                                                             
by the pandemic’s initial economic impacts and the                                                                           
brisk economic recovery that followed.

• Vancouver’s port facilities were particularly impacted by                                                                    
extreme weather events of late 2021, 

• Trucking protests earlier this year also had an impact.
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Global cargo shortage: How iron boxes became money magnets
• The cost of shipping goods from China to Europe has increased more than a six-fold, hitting record highs as a shortage 

of empty cargo containers and Russia’s invasion of Ukraine disrupts global trade.
• The cost of shipping a 40-foot container from China to Europe has jumped from around $2,000 (£1,500) a year ago to 

more than $15,000 in January, according to the figures from shipping data and analytics company Xeneta, before 
correcting to $11,000 at the start of July.

• “Imagine you had $30,000 in cargo and your profit margin is 20%. That’s a $6000 profit but if your rate goes up from 
$2000 to $15,000 that margin is gone,” Berglund said.

• Shipping costs soared as consumers unleashed pent-up savings to buy merchandise while the pandemic continued to 
disrupt the world’s supply chains.

• “All off the sudden, people started buying a lot of cargo mid-pandemic and the problem now is that those containers 
are in the wrong places of the world. They are in Europe and in the US and not back in Asia,” Xeneta CEO Patrik 
Berglund told Yahoo Finance UK.

• Thousands of empty containers were left abandoned in European and American ports in the first half of 2020 as 
COVID caused international trade to collapse.

• Most European ports have stopped handling containers coming from or going to Russia.
• “While the foreseeable future seems to be uncertain in many ways, it is safe to assume that the supply chain in 

general, and the ocean freight market in particular, is not returning to a pre-pandemic normal any time soon,” the 
firm said.

• As a highly synchronized system, a single 24-hour delay creates upheavals across the entire supply chain. Most 
containers are currently arriving 15 days late.

• Bigger retailers get better rates as they negotiate annual freight contracts but still could not avoid a steep increase in 
freight rates.

• “As a result of tight capacity, which according to our data will resume into 2022, transport operators now have the 
upper hand in contract negotiations, with many shippers settling for extremely long-term contracts to hedge against 
price volatility,” Brazil said.
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Container shipping spot rates still falling: What will be the new normal?
• Who’s less upset if spot rates quintuple? A shipper who’s used to paying $1,500 per forty-foot equivalent unit and 

suddenly sees rates jump to $7,500? Or one who pays $1,500 per FEU for years, gets slammed with crippling rates of 
$20,000 per FEU including premium charges, then gets “relief” as rates slide all the way back down to $7,500?

• No one believed $20,000-per-FEU spot rates in fall 2021 were sustainable. If rates stayed that stratospheric for too 
long, it would destroy transport demand and compel competition regulators to step in. As Hapag-Lloyd CEO Rolf 
Habben Jansen said during a conference call in November, “It would be better for everybody if we saw more 
normalization.”

• That process is now underway. But what will be the new normal?
• The best-case scenario for shipping lines is for the COVID rate surge to have emotionally and financially acclimated 

customers to higher freight costs, and for rates to stabilize at levels high enough to generate strong and sustainable 
profits for ocean carriers, but not so high that competition authorities intervene. For shippers, this new normal for 
rates would be much higher than pre-COVID levels but might seem like a bargain compared to all-time peaks.

• Drewry’s weekly assessment for Shanghai-to-Los Angeles spot rates came in at $7,480 per FEU on Thursday. That’s 
down 23% year on year and down 1% week on week. This assessment is now 40% below its peak of $12,424 per FEU 
in late November 2021, yet still 5.3 times higher than rates at this time of year in 2019.

• Drewry’s weekly spot assessment for Shanghai-to-New York was at $10,164 per FEU, flat week on week, down 14% 
year on year, down 37% from the peak of $16,183 per FEU in mid-September — but still quadruple 2019 levels.

• On one hand, a sharp drop in rates over the past nine months is reducing costs for shippers (at least, compared to last 
fall) and is showing that the market is functioning: Ocean carriers are competing on price to fill slots. On the other 
hand, rates are still very profitable to ocean carriers and transport costs for shippers are still dramatically higher than 
they were pre-COVID.

• The drop from the peak is much steeper for the Freightos trans-Pacific indexes than for Drewry and other index 
providers because Freightos began including premium charges in its assessment methodology starting July 28, 2021.

• S&P Global Commodities (formerly Platts) assessed North Asia-to-North America West Coast Freight All Kinds (FAK) 
rates at $7,100 per day on Thursday. That’s down 25% from the peak but still 4.3 times 2019 levels.
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Texas port begins $68M channel improvement project
• The Brownsville Ship Channel is set to be widened and deepened with                                                          

the recent signing of a partnership agreement between the Brownsville                                                        
Navigation District and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

• The Brazos Island Harbor Channel Improvement Project will deepen the                                                         
ship channel from its current 42 feet to 52 feet. The deepening aims to                                                      
enable the 17-mile ship channel to accommodate larger, heavier cargo                                                            
vessels.

• “The completion of the project will not only shape the course of our                                                         
future but also the economic landscape of the Rio Grande Valley,”                                                            
Esteban Guerra, BND chairman, said in a statement. “Increasing the depth of the ship channel will allow us to receive 
larger vessels and contribute to cost savings, setting in motion the next great evolution of the Port of Brownsville.”

• Located 277 miles south of San Antonio at the southernmost tip of Texas along the Gulf of Mexico, the Brownsville 
Ship Channel at the Port of Brownsville is the only deep-water seaport located along the border, making it a major 
trade channel between Texas and Mexico. 

• More than 80% of the port’s trade is with Mexico, transporting products such as steel, gasoline and other fuels 
across the border. The types of commercial vessels regularly calling at Brownsville are bulk carriers and oil/chemical 
tankers. The port also boasts 13 general cargo docks and six liquid cargo docks. 

European Port performance
Rail and port problems in Germany are just as bad as in the U.S.                                                             
A 48-hour strike at the Port of Hamburg is crippling trade. This                                                                
latest strike is further compounding congestion, which is impacting                                                          
delivery of U.S. imports by at least two months, according to Crane                                                          
Worldwide Logistics. Crane also said the availability of empty                                                               
containers will impact trade delivery.
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CMA CGM’s giant vessel loses containers in the Indian Ocean
• CMA CGM’s container ship, APL Vanda reportedly lost 55 containers in the Indian Ocean earlier this month due to 

a stack collapse.
• The vessel was en route from Singapore to Southampton via Suez, before entering the Gulf of Aden on 3 July 

when the accident occurred. The ultra-large container vessel was forced to return to the coast of Djibouti on 6 
July.

COSCO’s net profit skyrockets by over 74%
• COSCO has announced that its net profit attributable to equity holders for the first half of the year is expected to 

be approximately US$9.6 billion, translating to a 74.45% increase compared to the same period of 2021.
• At the same time, the company's earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) for the first six months of 2022 are 

expected to reach US$14 billion, marking an outstanding growth of 92% year-over-year.

UN says war in Ukraine increases world shipping costs
• The UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) has detailed how the war in Ukraine is increasing the 

cost of shipping around the world, reports Singapore's Splash 247. Its report looks at the shipping and transport 
hurdles in the Black Sea region.

• Shipping distances have increased as a result of the Ukraine war, including transit times and costs.
• "Grains are of particular concern given the leading role of the Russian Federation and Ukraine in agrifood markets, 

and its nexus to food security and poverty reduction," said the report.
• Between February and May 2022, the price paid for the transport of dry bulk goods increased 60 per cent. 
• The accompanying increase in grain prices and freight rates would lead to a 3.7 per cent increase in consumer 

food prices globally.
• The Russian Federation is in the global market for fuel and fertiliser, which are essential inputs for farmers 

worldwide.
• Meanwhile, daily rates for smaller-size tankers have dramatically increased.

shippingazette.com
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New container shipping route opens between China, Canada
• Loaded with 4,950 TEU, a ship at Qinzhou automated container terminal, marked the opening of the first direct 

container shipping line between the city in south China's Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, bordering Vietnam, 
and the Canadian west coast.

• Ships on this route will mainly call at ports of Qinzhou, Hong Kong and Vancouver, reports Beijing's China Global 
Television Network.

• The new line will shorten the travel time from the Beibu Gulf in Guangxi to western North America to only about 
20 days. Beibu Gulf Port, a trade and logistics passage connecting 14 provincial-level regions in China, has 316 
ports in 107 countries and regions around the world. 

Most shipments from Russia
• Most of the cargo unloaded at Dutch seaports originates from Russia. This was nearly 19 percent in 2021 and 

mainly consisted of crude oil and petroleum products. The total flow of goods from Russia grew by 22.3 percent to 
74 million tons. The remaining countries in the unloaded cargo top five are (in order of weight): the United 
Kingdom, the United States, Norway and Brazil. The inbound                                                                   
cargo shipments from all top five countries increased, with the                                                              
exception of the United Kingdom, which saw a decline. This                                                                   
country mainly ships liquid bulk cargo to the Netherlands.

• In 2021, container throughput at Dutch seaports was up again. 
• The Port of Rotterdam handles 97 percent of these containers;                                                                

with 15.3 million TEUs, it is the largest container port in Europe. 
• Last year, Rotterdam’s container throughput increased by 6.6                                                                 

percent. 
• The ports of Antwerp and Hamburg, two other major container                                                                  

ports, showed growth rates of 2.4 percent and -0.1 percent                                                                      
respectively.

shippingazette.com
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The long, slow decline of the gas station
• Gas prices, after spiking upwards, have now declined for 30 consecutive days, per GasBuddy. That's good news for 

drivers, but terrible news for gas-station owners, Axios' Felix Salmon writes. 
• Why it matters: The number of gas stations has been in steady decline for decades and likely to fall further as EV 

adoption increases. The pattern of a sharp rise and then a slow fall in gas prices is the worst possible dynamic for 
such businesses.

• How it works: "Stations tend to hold back price increases to hold onto customers," says Jeff Lenard of NACS, the 
trade association for convenience stores.
o Then, as the Wall Street Journal explains, when the gas station refills its own tanks, it buys weeks' worth of 

fuel — sometimes months' worth, in the case of diesel — at a single high price.
o If prices then start to fall, the gas station is forced to sell at below its own cost, since the station's real profits 

come from enticing shoppers into the store.
o The 2008 spike in gas prices was responsible for the demise of hundreds of gas stations, says Lenard.

• Between the lines: Gas station owners are holding out very little hope that longer EV charging times will help them 
sell more stuff, given that 80% of EV charging is done at home.

• State of play: In an industry where some operators set margins at a fixed rate of a few cents, higher gas prices 
translate to higher credit card swipe fees — which are set on a percentage basis and can eradicate those margins 
entirely.
o The gas station industry is surprisingly unconsolidated. Some 80% of the gas bought in America is purchased 

from a franchised convenience store that's individually owned — even if it bears the brand name of a 
multinational.

o This year might not be as bad for gas stations as 2008. Convenience stores sell more prepared food these 
days, which has higher margins and can help cushion any blow from gas price volatility. Still, closures continue, 
including at least one in protest of high prices.

• The bottom line: Though mom and pop shops still dominate, big box stores have muscled into the game. If they can 
afford to use gas as a loss leader, little guys are forced to lower their prices or face going out of business entirely.
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New Omicron subvariants are causing COVID rates to increase. These are the states where it’s most contagious
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Amplify healthcare: Connectivity, innovation and the future of care delivery
• There is a technology revolution underway in healthcare. Remote monitoring devices, consumer wearables, and 

telehealth — technologies that have been adopted at an accelerated pace over the course of the pandemic — are 
just the tip of the iceberg. Beneath the surface is an undercurrent of dynamic innovation.

• Healthcare is on the verge of the interconnected, intelligent future patients and clinicians deserve. This report 
examines the emerging technologies transforming healthcare and outlines the infrastructure necessary to support 
the coming connectivity revolution.

Eating more tomatoes and peppers can help women’s health issues
• Women tend to live longer than men but typically have higher rates of illness. New research from the University of 

Georgia suggests these higher rates of illness can be improved by a better diet, one that is high in pigmented 
carotenoids such as yams, kale, spinach, watermelon, bell peppers, tomatoes, oranges, and carrots. These bright-
colored fruits and vegetables are essential in preventing visual and cognitive loss.

• “The idea is that men get a lot of the diseases that tend to kill you, but women get those diseases less often or 
later, so they persevere but with illnesses that are debilitating,” said Billy R. Hammond, a professor at UGA’s 
Franklin College of Arts and Sciences department of psychology behavioral and brains sciences program and co-
author of the study.

• It is not by error that Southern Italy see a very low heart disease rate, attributable to, among many things, the
Italian consumption of “pomodori” – tomatoes.

• The renowned “Mediterranean Diet” consists of a number of foods and styles of eating, but consistent throughout 
is the consumption and inclusion of tomatoes.

• Pineapples are similarly beneficial to reducing fat in the body. Most Italian meals end with a pineapple desert. 
• It is also not by accident that fries are sold with ketchup
• Tomatoes provide a natural counter to fat, diluting it and assisting in removing it from the body.
• When next using a barbecue plate, and you are left with fatty residue on the surface of the plate, wipe it down with 

a tomato cut in half. Watch the result. 
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The future of integrated virtual care: Closing the gap to goal
• At the forefront of staff and consumer experience, call centers are still central to health systems’ mission and day-

to-day operational success. Consumers’ first touchpoints with the health system are often call centers as they 
navigate scheduling, registration, clinical appointment follow-ups, directions to their provider, visitation policies, 
billing and collections, and much more.

• In addition, call centers serve as “air traffic control” by providing consumers information and routing them to the 
right physician, appointment, or resources. Importantly, call centers drive operational efficiency by keeping 
administrative tasks out of clinician offices—which is even more critical at a time when clinicians can’t afford to 
take on additional work. In this manner, call centers hold the virtual frontline, allowing clinicians to continue 
holding the physical frontline of patient care.

• Yet, call centers are quickly becoming an outdated engagement method. They have set hours, do not provide 
patients the ability to schedule appointments at their own convenience, and are limited in their ability to scale 
without adding staff.

• This model doesn’t work for today’s consumers. Consumers expect the same customer service they experience in 
other industries—personalized and on-demand with digital-first and self-service engagement options. In fact, 80% 
of medical care consumers report that they would switch providers for “convenience factors” alone.

• In response, health systems recognize that they need to change. Some are evolving their call centers into 
consumer-oriented hubs, or contact centers, to better meet patient expectations of care. Others are actively 
exploring solutions to support their call center workforce and streamline workflows. But many are still early in this 
journey and need to accelerate this work to address rising call center shortages, which threaten to derail operations 
and health system efficiency.

• Increasingly complex demands on contact centers are pushing health systems to consider automation as a 
workforce and consumer engagement solution.

• Removing patient barriers to care will go a long way to solving healthcare staffing and attention issues.
• Automated and remote access to healthcare and health resolutions will similarly be of cardinal import for a health 

system seeking new ways to future medical service solutions.
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Cybersecurity Isn't an IT Risk, It's a Business Risk
• Cybersecurity risk assessment should be an integral part of the organization’s enterprise risk management program 

and decision-making, not a siloed operation.
• One of the challenges when it comes to so-called “cybersecurity risk” is in accepting and then applying the idea that 

cyber is not an IT risk — it’s a business risk.
• That makes all the sense in the world, no? Yet people tend to apply it only when talking about the fact that the whole 

organization, the entire business, has to be involved in preventing and then responding to a breach.
• The truth is that cybersecurity MUST be seen within the context of the whole business, not in a silo.
• What is the potential effect of a breach on the achievement of the enterprise’s objectives? If we are to assess cyber-

related business risk, we need the answer to that question. That requires the involvement in the assessment process 
of both business and technical personnel.

• Trying to assess cyber-related risk with only technical personnel is highly unlikely to arrive at the right answer.
• Yet, the most widely accepted cyber risk standards are written by information security personnel, for other 

information security practitioners.
• If internal auditors want to assess the management of cybersecurity risk, they should take a more holistic approach, 

starting with the answers to that question: “What is the potential effect of a breach on the achievement of the 
enterprise’s objectives?”

• An audit should probably include the participation of financial and operational auditors, not be limited to the infosec 
experts.

• If management hasn’t done a BIA (business impact assessment) that identifies how a cyber incident could affect the 
achievement of its objectives, this should immediately bring that to the attention of senior management and the 
board as a serious issue. Any risk assessment is likely to be wrong. If they have done one that only helps prioritize 
information assets and does not enable multiple sources of risk (i.e., not only cyber but also compliance, human 
resources, etc.) to be considered together when deciding, the issue remains serious – but is easier to remedy. 

• Cyber (and other IT-related risks) should not be considered in a silo.
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3 wild Eurobike concept bikes: Recycled plastic, hydrogen-powered, or hubless e-bike prototypes
• Eurobike has a bit of everything, but these wild prototype concept bike projects from Muzzi Cycles, HeFlow & Komo 

Bike caught our eyes. Muzzi is a one-piece molded plastic frame that can be recycled or even made from recycled 
material. HeFlow is an adaptable 4-wheeled cargo bike powered by a hydrogen engine. And Komo’s project is a mini-
wheeled city ebike with no hub

• Surprisingly enough, the entirely one-piece plastic Muzzi Cycles frame project has been around for more than 20 
years, with functional production as early as 2008.

• But in the time since, this made-in-Brazil concept bike has evolved the frame design itself, and even the material that 
it is made from.

• Environmental sustainability has been a key focus since the start. And these latest models are created from a blend 
of various recycled post-consumer plastics, and now even “photosynthesis-based” frames that incorporate biomass 
fibers in the injection-molded composite blend.

• HeFlow H2 hydrogen-powered cargo ebike (pictured right) - The Alpha Neo Hydrogen AXH fuel cell packs a 480W 
PEM fuel cell that is used to deliver power to the 250W electric                                                             
drive system for the rear wheels. Output torque is rated at 120Nm to propel this                                             
beast, and the fuel cell stores 1300Wh of energy to give it a long 150km range.

• Komo Bike hubless ebike (pictured below) - This last one is another e-mobility                                                                         
engineering exercise out of South Korea. The Korea Mobilty development                                                       
company of the                                                                     hubless Komo Bike seems to                
just want to prove                                                                 the viability of the                      
“futuristic design”                                                                concept. The hubless front                
wheel spins around                                                              rollers on the short-sprung fork and comes to a stop with a 
conventional                                                                          V-brake on the aluminum rim, then wrapped with solid airless 
Tannus tires. The                                                                   hubless rear wheel is driven by a huge rim-sized cog with a 
direct drive to the                                                                 motor that acts a regenerative rear wheel brake, as well for a 
claimed 15% boost                                                                in range.

BikeRumour!
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Top electric bikes
1. Model M - Model M is designed keeping in mind the tight urban                                                  spaces, hence, the 

detachable handlebars make complete sense. The electronic                                                            kickstand makes the 
ride easy to park without any hassles. When it comes to                                                                   adventure escapades, 
Tesla Model M has your needs covered. Right where the                                                                   fuel tank of traditional 
bikes is, there is a detachable bag with its own battery                                                                     that powers the lights 
and the multimedia system. The bag comes with its own                                                start/stop system that acts as an 
anti-theft mechanism.

2. The Railway Motorcycle - The Railway                                                            Motorcycle is never-before-seen ideation to 
make the life of railways personnel                                                     easier, and more importantly, the safety of railway 
tracks 100 percent foolproof to avert                                                     any major incidents. After all lives of hundreds of 
people boarding trains, each day                                                             depends on these checks. The idea is to have a 
dual utility two-wheeler that hops on                                                       the railway tracks for easy inspection of any 
fault lines, and as a stylish bike for when                                                you are                  not working. Yes, the 
suspension of this motorbike is done in a way                                     to adjust to the                           two very different 
surfaces and modes of riding.

3. The Concept CE 02 - Being more than just a mere cool                  toy, this electric                   two-wheeler is a futuristic 
yet simple solution for urban mobility, focusing on city tours to be                                               precise. According to 
the head of vehicle design, BMW Motorrad, the bike is a                                                                 skateboard on wheels, 
developed for anyone who likes to be mobile and                                                                              independent. The 
Concept CE 02 has a very minimalist footprint and a low                                                                      center of gravity – in 
line with the company’s aspiration to bring a level of                                                                       design innovation 
honed by the emotional element, and most of all, the                                                                         riding fun.

From a Cybertruck-inspired bossy café racer to a low-slung                                                                      electric bike that is 
the perfect mix of sci-fi and retro-futurism – these electric                       bikes will                                  surely satisfy your 
need for speed and sustainability!
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It's been an unusual couple of years for the aviation industry. After months of pandemic-related groundings, travel's 
returned not with a bang, but with a bit of a whimper, as many global airlines and airports struggle with cancellations and 
delays. In the midst of this chaotic season of travel, Australia-based aviation safety and product rating agency 
AirlineRatings.com has released its annual round-up of the world's best airlines.

1. Qatar Airways
2. Air New Zealand
3. Etihad Airways
4. Korean Air
5. Singapore Airlines
6. Qantas
7. Virgin Australia
8. EVA Air
9. Turkish Airlines
10. All Nippon Airways
11. Cathay Pacific Airways
12. Virgin Atlantic
13. Japan Air Lines
14. JetBlue
15. Finnair
16. Emirates
17. Hawaiian
18. Air France/KLM
19. Alaska Airlines
20. British Airways
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Battery Electric Vs. Hydrogen Fuel Cell
• Since the introduction of the Nissan Leaf (2010) and 

Tesla Model S (2012), battery-powered electric 
vehicles (BEVs) have become the primary focus of the 
automotive industry.

• This structural shift is moving at an incredible rate—in 
China, 3 million BEVs were sold in 2021, up from 1 
million the previous year. In the U.S., the number of 
models available for sale is expected to double by 
2024.

• In order to meet global climate targets, however, the 
International Energy Agency claims that the auto 
industry will require 30 times more minerals per year. 
Many fear that this could put a strain on supply.

• Hydrogen fuel cells have drawn criticism from notable 
figures in the industry, including Tesla CEO Elon Musk 
and Volkswagen CEO Herbert Diess.

• Toyota and Hyundai are on the opposing side, as both 
companies continue to invest in fuel cell 
development. The difference between them, however, 
is that Hyundai (and sister brand Kia) has still released 
several BEVs.

• This is a surprising blunder for Toyota, which 
pioneered hybrid vehicles like the Prius.
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